
Dollars and sense

What’s top of mind in retail?
Digital transformation is a top priority for middle market retailers, but executives fear their 
companies won’t achieve digital objectives, according to RSM’s Digital Transformation Survey.

• 98% say digital investments are most important or among their most important strategic priorities. 

• 100% say digital investment has stayed the same or increased over the past three years.

• 81% are extremely or significantly concerned about their company’s ability to reach digital goals.

Retailers are considering a variety of digital investments and strategies.

Questions about your business’ digital strategy? Contact us.
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Retailers outpacing their competition 
attribute their digital transformation 
success to the following:
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50% say 5G is 
the most important 
digital investment 
for retailers.

53% of CEOs 
say they own digital 
transformation, 
CFOs (31%), CIOs (14%).

  Digital implementation 
  still lives with technology-
  related leaders: 
CTO (72%), CIO (68%) and CDO (64%).

89% of CEOs and 
83% of CIOs, CDOs and CTOs see 
their role as expanding related to digital; 
55% of CFOs see an expansion.

   30% say 
frictionless customer experience 
benefits most from digital investment.

38% say order fullfilment is 
the business processes where 
integration is most needed. 

       think value 
     assessment is 
the highest priority 
challenge for retailers.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DOWNLOAD 

Driving digital
Retail CEOs often lead digital strategy, 
while CIOs and other IT leaders are 
charged with implementation.
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https://rsmus.com/what-we-do/industries/consumer-products/resources/contact-our-consumer-products-practice.html

